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Abstract 
In order to get better control of the chaotic randomness and improve the convergence rate of  Transient Chaotic 
Neural Networks(TCNN),Effective improvement is proposed in this study.By modifying the Incentive function with 
composite sine sigmoid function and Time-varying Gain are adopted in the function, and two-stage annealing 
mechanism is applied in the annealing process of the dynamic equations.Empirical results show that combination of 
the two aspects has a better control of the two processes of the chaotic state,improved algorithm obtains a wealth of 
chaotic characteristics. Experiments  on the channel allocation problem indicate that the modified algorithm can 
better solve this kind of  Combinatorial optimization problems. Results are compared with other prior algorithms such 
as basic TCNN and only subsection of TCNN.The comparison shows that the performance of the algorithm has been 
greatly improved, local optima is avoided, and the convergence speed is improved more than 14%. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of ICAE2011 
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1. Introduction
Hopfield model has been put forward since 1982, the research on the neural network theory has been
focused on the study of the dynamic behavior of the Model.HNNs [1], [2] have been shown to provide 
powerful tools for a wide variety of combinatorial optimization problems , In 1990, Based on chaotic 
property of biological neurons,Aihara proposed a chaotic neural network by borrowing the features of 
chaos ergodicity, not repeated and random[3].Yamada et al[13] solved TSP using CNN model. They 
found that the relative refractoriness in CNN improves optimization by escaping from local minima. In 
1991, Kunz first applies the Hopfield Neural Network to solve the frequency assignment problem [4]. In 
1995, Based on the CNN Model,L.Chen and Aihara proposed chaotic simulated annealing (CSA) to 
illustrate the features and effectiveness of a transiently chaotic neural network in solving optimization 
problems[5].Transient chaotic neural network brought the annealing mechanism into a negative feedback 
coefficient of the network dynamic equation,just as annealing parameters of simulated annealing 
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process[5~7],Let the network converge from the early chaotic state to a stable state by decreasing negative 
feedback coefficient in the process of network dynamic operation.At the same time,Annealing mechanism 
improves the convergence properties of TCNN. Both characteristics ensure that TCNN has strong ability 
to cope with the combination optimization problem.However,In most cases global optimum can't be 
reached and be easy to fall into local optimal. 
Therefore, In order to improve the properties of TCNN,Incentive function of the transient chaotic 
neural network is improved in this study, It has a good nonlinear characteristic after the change, so it can 
better control the Chaos,then dynamic properties of the algorithm are enhanced. At the same time, 
subsection annealing is adopted in the annealing process of the dynamic equation, which make the chaotic 
state keep longer, so it can reach global search, and it can quickly converge to the equilibrium point in the 
convergence stage,The convergence rate is improved. Experiment is carried out on the typical channel 
assignment problem, The simulation results show that the improved algorithm can well solve the channel 
assignment problem. Optimal solution rate is greatly improved and the network convergence speed is 
greatly increased. 
2. Transient chaos neural network model 
As stated above,Transient Chaotic Neural Network originated from Hopfield Network, Hopfield 
Neural Network ( HNN )'s continuous model and the discrete model based on the approximation of 
Euler( DHNN ) [3] are described as follows: 
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In order to obtain sufficient dynamic behaviors, Aihara proposed a model by introducing a nonlinear 
feedback term in the network, dynamic equation is defined as bellow: 
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Formula ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) constitute the basic model of chaotic neural networks. In the model, Where (i = 
1，2,,n)is the neuron index, )(tui , )(txi and 0I are the internal state, output and input bias of ith neuron, 
ijw for the connect weights from the j th neuron to the ith neuron, ij
w
 = ji
w
, iiw  =0; iI for the ith neuronal 
input bias;   for the positive proportion parameter and   for the proportional parameter, where 0 < <
1; k  for the nerve film attenuation factor, where 0 < k < 1, )(tzi for self-feedback connect 
weights,where 0)( tz i ; 0I for positive parameter;  for the output function of the gradient 
coefficient;With some chosen parameters and initial neuron states, (3)-(5) together determines the 
dynamics of the network. A sufficiently large value of z is used such that the self-coupling is strong 
enough to generate chaotic dynamics for searching for global minima. 
In the Study,we found that gradient coefficient plays a very important role in the control of neuronal 
chaotic state, and together with the annealing process, make the algorithm end from a large range search 
and transferred into the Hopfield Neural Network gradient search, and obtain a solution within the 
neighborhood of the optimal solution under the meaning of global. 
3. The improved transient chaos neural network model 
In the light of the direction discussed in the section above, two aspects of improvement for transient 
chaotic neural network are proposed in this paper. One is to control the gradient coefficient, Time-varing 
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gain is adopted in the output function to control the state of chaotic state of neuron,and composite sine 
sigmoid function is applied in the incentive function.The other is to control the annealing process.the 
process is divided into two stages, which can better control the coarse, fine search process in the evolution 
process from chaotic state to the equilibrium point of the network.as it is shown in Fig.1. 
Fig.1. Value Variation of the Annealing Function 
In the coarse search phase, corresponding to the chaotic dynamic process, coarse search performance 
can be improved under the condition that the chaotic dynamic process can stay long enough by using the 
index annealing strategy )()1()1( tiztiz  ,In the fine search stage, Wang Ling[14] annealing 
strategy )))(1(ln(/)()1(
12
tizetiztiz   is adopted to make the network converge rapidly, which can 
make the network quickly converge to a steady state, This strategy is suitable for the evolution of  the 
network after the end ofinverse bifurcation.The improved model is as follows: 
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The model integrates the merits of a stochastic algorithm and deterministic algorithm, The 
optimization process can be divided into two stages: 
 In the first stage,In order to ensure the system begins with a large range of strong search in the state of 
chaotic dynamics.Suitable control parameters should be selected, according to chaos search 
randomicity and track ergodicity.Traversal search is conducting under its own laws in a large range.In 
the initial phase,Network is in chaos periodicity,with exponential decay of the annealing 
function.Neuronal output gradually converges to a stable output after a process of backward 
bifurcation.As a result of system self-organization,along with chaos searching, control parameters 
began to decline, named as cooling. When the temperature reduced to a certain level, dynamic chaotic 
will exit and enter the inverse bifurcation phase.Thereafter, the search process will be restricted in 
some periodic solution,and can further narrow the search area as the parameter reducing.The inverse 
bifurcation phenomenon exists along with the further reducing control parameters, while large range 
search process ends, network transfers into the Hopfield Neural Network gradient search.Output 
evolution charts of the chaostic neuron are shown in Fig.2. 
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Networks Model Optimal 
solution 
rate
The average 
number of 
iterations
TCNN 81% 381.57
Only Subsection TCNN 88% 330.35
Result of  Ref[11] 62% 279.9
Improved Algorithm in 
this paper 94% 285.91
Fig.2. Output of the Chaostic Neuron of the Improved Algorithm 
 Along with the end of the first stage,network enters into the second stage.The initial value in a 
neighborhood of optimal solution has been located.Optimal process is conducted according to the 
gradient descent direction of the energy function. The optimization process obtains solutions by large-
scale search and then does a further search according to a HNN gradient descent mechanism in a small 
range, and then fast converges to a satisfactory solution in the global sense.  
4. Application in the channel assignment problem with modified TCNN 
In the paper,Modified Transiently Chaotic Neural Network is applied to solve the channel assignment 
problem of the 21 districts, 73 frequencies cellular network system (adopted from[6]), the energy function 
is defined as: 
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Where,the ijth output neurons ijv express frequency #j assigned to the cell #i, The nonzero output ( ijv  = 
1) indicates that frequency #j is assigned to cell #i, otherwise ijv = 0 ( i= 1, 2, ... N; j = 1, 2, ... M ), 
Function F achieves its minimum of zero when all constraints are satisfied. Therefore, our problem is to 
find a solution such that is zero. 
To test the modified algorithm, The program was coded in Matlab. For our simulations, we used the 
following parameters,A=B=1，k=0.98，  =0.0005，  =0.015， 1 =0.002， r = 2  = 0.0075，
I0=0.65，T=25，z(1)=0.8。and the simulation lasted at most 600 steps for all problems, The iterative 
termination conditions for the energy functions is the value changes less than 10-4 for 20 times, the value 
variation of the energy function is shown in Fig.3. 
Fig.3. Time Evolution of energy function with time-vary gain 
Results of the simulation and comparison with other methods for CAP problem are listed in Table. 1. 
Table 1.Comparison of Results with other methods for CAP problem 
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The results show that the improved algorithm obtains a higher optimal solution ratio than other 
algorithms in a smaller number of iterations. In the process of simulation, in order to test the robustness of 
the algorithm,we conducted a series of experiments for some smaller cell scheme. Experiments show that, 
as the cell size increases, the corresponding constraint matrix scale is also increasing.The iterative time also 
increases.Results show that the improved algorithm achieves a very good experimental effect. 
5. Conclusions  
In view of the problem that Transient Chaotic Neural Network model is easy to fall into local optimal 
solution for solving the combinatorial optimization problems such as the channel allocation problem, and 
its convergence rate is low,the improved model is proposed,The simulating results above indicate the 
improved TCNN can be used to obtain an optimum solution for the inhomogeneous CAP, and the 
convergence rate is greatly improved.Compared with the similar algorithms, the improved algorithm has 
good robustness. 
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